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• Both sustainability transition studies and futures studies
have systems approach in the background (Huutoniemi & 
Willamo 2014)

• Solving wicked problems, providing tentative solutions

• Several tools and frameworks, focus on interlinkages of 
phenomena as well as emerging trends

• Methodological challenges in futures orientation

• Often transition theories aim to understand development 
patterns in areas such as environmental management, 

markets, society and innovation

BACKGROUND



• To enhance interdisciplinary methodology, to 
detect and support positive innovation 
development and deter negative accumulative 
processes

• To introduce sustainability transition studies as 
an integrative part of futures studies

• To provide better tools for businesses and 
decision makers towards planning for sustainable 
futures

MOTIVATION



• Various frameworks developed to better understand structural
transition patterns and to support sustainable development
(Loorbach 2007)

• Inter-disciplinarity has gained popularity also due to the complexity
of problems (e.g. climate change)

• Managing the unknowable – complexity (Kaivo-oja & Stenvall 2013)

• As transition is rarely linear, it is necessary to understand the
context in which a certain development is taking place (Verbong & 
Geels 2007)

• Path-dependency in the way of transitions (Tiberius 2011)

SUSTAINABILITY TRANSITIONS



• Necessary to understand the context of the phenomenon in question
(Veerbong & Geels 2007; Markard et al. 2012)

• Multilevel analysis on how factors in different levels influence a 
development process

• Niche, regime, and landscape levels and interconnections between
the three

• Traditionally used to picture historical development of emerging
technologies

• Alternative development transitions are born from co-evolution and 
simultaneous reinforcement of suitable conditions (e.g. Grin et al. 
2011, Geels & Schot 2007). 

MULTILEVEL PERSPECTIVE ON 
SOCIOTECHNICAL TRANSITIONS



Geels & Schot (2007) Typology
of socio-technical transition
pathways



• Fundamentally aims to detect, prepare and adapt to changes (Bell 
1997; Wilenius 1999)

• Even though we cannot predict changes, we can prepare for them
and understand that our actions have an impact

• Applicability of the approaches and methodologies in various fields

• Theoretical similarities with sustainability transitions, such systems
approach

• Phenomena are often categorized by their scope: megatrends, trends, 
weak signals and black swans

• Rarely focus on the niche level, rather the broader context

FUTURES STUDIES APPROACHES TO 
SUSTAINABILITY AND TRANSITIONS



MULTILEVEL PERSPECTIVE FUTURES STUDIES

Landscape level Megatrends

Regime level Trends

Niche level Weak signals

Avalanche changes Wild cards/black swans

SEARCHING FOR A COMMON 
FRAMEWORK
On a conceptual level:

• Also backcasting and scenarios



• MLP provides an understanding to historical development
process, something that futures studies often overlook

• Understanding complexity while looking into the future
change patterns is in the core of futures studies

• Both MLP and futures studies aim to provide tools to 
understand the complexity of a process and leave 
predetermined models out

• Combination of these could be tested e.g. in scenario building
or delphi

• More synergies between futures studies and MLP should be
found to assess future development patterns (see e.g. Hofman
& Elzen 2010)



• Neither provide exact results or prediction (and it 
is not their purpose either)

• MLP does not touch upon political debates or 
decisions that might or should take place in the 
future in order to support the realization of the 
development in question, and this is where futures 
studies could step in

• Value-ladden approaches

• One of the first attempts to test the feasibility of 
combining the two on a theoretical level

• Depth in analysis as the temporal frame expands

DISCUSSION
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